Footprint analysis of gait using a pressure sensor system.
The purpose of this study was to investigate if the detailed pressure data of the footprints of normal gait add essential information to the spatio-temporal variables of gait. The gait of 62 healthy adult subjects was investigated using GAITRite pressure sensor system. Each footprint was divided into 12 equal trapezoids and after that the hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot analysis was developed. A typical activation pattern of the sensors with two peaks of active area and peak pressure distribution during normal walking was obtained. The first peak reflected the heel strike, and the second peak reflected push-off at the end of the stance phase. The lowest pressure values were in the midfoot, where the lateral part of the foot activated sensors more than the medial part. The footprint patterns of right and left legs were symmetrical and corresponded with the symmetry found in the spatio-temporal variables of gait. The variability for the active area and the peak pressure were more pronounced for the lateral part of the midfoot and a smaller variation was seen in areas with concentrated observations (e.g. 1st, 2nd and 5th lateral trapezoids). Increasing active area in the forefoot was associated with decreasing pressure sensor activity in the midfoot. The footprint patterns identified the symmetry between the legs and at the same time revealed the velocity performance.